Introduction {#sec1}
============

The air/water interface is characterized by a discontinuity and asymmetry in intermolecular interactions, which results in molecular properties that differ from the bulk. For instance, it has been shown that molecules residing at the surface can show a different molecular conformation.^[@ref1]^ The degree of acid dissociation and thus the ionization state of molecules can also be different at the interface compared to the bulk. The degree of acid dissociation of molecules at the air/water interface constitutes an important parameter for the structural properties of molecules near the surface and for the understanding of the reactivity and potential catalytic role of the interface.^[@ref2],[@ref3]^

The acid dissociation constants of molecules in aqueous solution are routinely determined using techniques like potentiometric titration, voltammetry, and electrophoresis.^[@ref4]^ The dissociation constants determined by these techniques represent bulk values, as the signal originating from bulk molecules typically overwhelms the signal arising from those at the surface. Hence, the degree of acid dissociation at the water surface needs to be probed by highly surface-specific techniques.^[@ref5]−[@ref13]^

In previous spectroscopic studies of acid/base pairs it has been found that the surface favors the neutral form of the acid/base pair in comparison to the bulk.^[@ref6]^ For instance, using highly surface-specific second harmonic generation (SHG) and VSFG, it has been shown for phenol and carboxylic acids that the neutral acid species is favored over the anionic conjugate base.^[@ref7],[@ref12],[@ref13]^ Similarly, it was found for molecules containing an acid ammonium group that the neutral amine base species was favored over the cationic quaternary ammonium acid.^[@ref5],[@ref9]^

In a recent infrared reflection--absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS) study of the amino-acid [l]{.smallcaps}-phenylalanine that contains both a carboxylic acid group and an amine group, an increase of the acid dissociation of both the carboxylic acid and the ammonium group compared to the bulk was reported.^[@ref14]^ Clearly, this behavior cannot be explained from the concept that the surface would favor the neutral species, as for [l]{.smallcaps}-phenylalanine deprotonation of the ammonium group implies that the amino-acid acquires an overall negative charge. Hence, the ammonium group is expected to be less deprotonated at the surface than in the bulk. The observation that both functional groups deprotonate more easily near the surface than in the bulk was explained from the presence of an enhanced concentration of OH^--^ in the probed surface region,^[@ref14]^ which for the technique of IRRAS has a depth of ∼1 μm. This probing depth constitutes thousands of molecular layers, thus making it possible that the amount of deprotonation in the top molecular layers differs from the average deprotonation observed in the probed surface region with a depth of ∼1 μm.

Here, we report on a VSFG study of the surface concentrations of the acid and neutral forms of the amino-acids [l]{.smallcaps}-alanine and [l]{.smallcaps}-proline as a function of the bulk pH. The signal measured with VSFG spectroscopy depends on the asymmetry in the orientation of the probed molecular species. In this experiment, we probe the vibrations of the acid and the base form of the carboxylic acid group and the probing depth is determined by the depth over which the orientation of these species will be asymmetric. For the probed amino acids there will be an asymmetry in the top molecular layers of the water solvent due to the preferred orientation of the hydrophilic and the hydrophobic groups of the amino acid in the top molecular layers of the water solvent, in particular the hydrophobic groups will preferably stick out of the surface. Somewhat deeper in the solvent there is no preferred orientation anymore, as all groups of the amino-acid are interacting with water. Hence, the VSFG signal is only due to amino acids and their conjugate bases located in the top molecular solvent layers, which implies a probing depth \<1 nm. We compare these surface concentrations with the corresponding bulk concentrations that we measure with attenuated total reflection (ATR) infrared spectroscopy.

Experimental Section {#sec2}
====================

The used VSFG setup has been described in detail in previous work.^[@ref15]^ In short, it consists of a regenerative Ti:Saphire amplifier, which produces 35 fs pulses at 1 kHz repetition rate with a 3.5 mJ pulse energy. One third of its output is used to produce tunable mid-IR pulses by pumping a home-built optical parametric amplifier and a difference-frequency generation stage. The IR pulses have a bandwidth of ∼200 cm^--1^ (full-width-at-half-maximum) and are centered at ∼1620 cm^--1^ to probe the antisymmetric stretch vibration of the carboxylate groups (ν~AS,COO^--^~), and at ∼1750 cm^--1^ to probe the carbonyl stretch vibration of carboxylic acid groups (ν~COOD~). The remaining part of the Ti:Saphire amplifier output is spectrally narrowed with an etalon to ∼15 cm^--1^ and used together with the broadband IR pulse to produce SFG light from the sample. The incident angles of IR and VIS are 40° and 36°, respectively. All spectra were recorded under SSP (SFG, VIS, IR) polarization combination. The generated SFG light is spectrally dispersed using a monochromator and recorded with an Electron-Multiplied Charge Coupled Device (EMCCD, Andor Technologies).

ATR spectroscopy is a widely used linear infrared spectroscopic technique that is suited for measuring vibrational spectra of samples that absorb too strong for transmission measurements. The layer thickness that is probed in the ATR geometry is determined by the decay length of the evanescent field, which is a function of wavelength, incident angle and the refractive indexes of the ATR crystal and the sample. At ∼1600 cm^--1^ the probed depth is on the order of ∼1 μm.^[@ref16]^ We recorded ATR spectra with 0.4 cm^--1^ resolution using a Bruker Vertex80v equipped with an ATR module (Platinum ATR Diamond).

The VSFG and the ATR measurements were performed in solutions of D~2~O instead of H~2~O to avoid overlap of the ν~AS,COO^--^~ (∼1602 cm^--1^) and ν~COOD~ (∼1720 cm^--1^) bands with the water bending mode located at ∼1670 cm^--1^. We use a pH meter (Mettler Toledo FE20/EL20) that is calibrated for measuring the pH in H~2~O solutions instead of D~2~O solutions. The measured pH\* of a D~2~O solution is transformed to the pD value using the following equation:^[@ref17]^

The pD value can be transferred to the pH value of a solution in H~2~O of equal acidity using the following:^[@ref17]^

The studied samples are 1.8 M solutions of [l]{.smallcaps}-Alanine (≥98%, Sigma-Aldrich) and 1.4 M solutions of [l]{.smallcaps}-proline (≥99%, Sigma-Aldrich) in D~2~O. D~2~O (≥99.96%) was purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories. We adjusted the pD of the samples by adding NaOD or DCl (Sigma-Aldrich).

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

In [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} we present VSFG (a) and ATR (b) spectra of [l]{.smallcaps}-proline at different pH values. We assign the peaks at ∼1400, ∼1602, and ∼1720 cm^--1^ to the symmetric and antisymmetric stretch vibrations of the carboxylate anion (ν~SS,COO^--^~ and ν~AS,COO^--^~) and the carbonyl stretch vibration of the carboxylic acid group (ν~COOD~), respectively. All experiments were performed in deuterated water to avoid spectral overlap with the absorption of the water bending mode. The pH values were determined from the measured pD values of the D~2~O solutions as desribed in the [Experimental Section](#sec2){ref-type="other"}. pH = 7 and pD = 7.5 both refer to neutral solutions at 293 K (\[H~3~O^+^\] = \[OH^--^\] and \[D~3~O^+^\] = \[OD^--^\]). It is clearly seen in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} that the intensity of the ν~AS,COO^--^~ vibrational band increases with increasing pH values, while the intensity of the ν~COOD~ vibrational band decreases, reflecting the shift in the acid--base equilibrium.

![Spectra of [l]{.smallcaps}-proline in the frequency region of the carbonyl and carboxylate anion vibrations a) VSFG and b) ATR spectra at different pH values. The white area in the VSFG spectra represents a region where no VSFG response was measured.](ja-2016-12079w_0001){#fig1}

To quantify the observed changes of the intensities of ν~AS,COO^--^~ and ν~COOD~ vibrational bands, we fit the VSFG spectra at each measured pH value. The VSFG spectra contain of resonant and nonresonant contributions. To extract the amplitudes of the resonant contributions of the ν~AS,COO^--^~ and ν~COOD~ bands at different pH values, we fit the VSFG spectra with a nonresonant background and Lorentzian line shapes for the resonances:where χ~NR~^(2)^ and χ~R~^(2)^ are the second-order nonresonant and resonant nonlinear susceptibility elements, *A*~NR~ and φ~NR~ are the nonresonant amplitude and phase. *A*~*i*~, ω~*i*~, and Γ~*i*~ are the amplitude, center frequency, and width of the *i*-th resonance, respectively.

In fitting the VSFG data, the center frequencies and widths were fixed, and the amplitudes of the resonant and the nonresonant contributions were left free. The measured VSFG spectrum at frequencies \>1800 cm^--1^ at pH 7 was subtracted from all spectra before fitting, to remove the weak signal of the low-frequency wing of the broad resonant contribution originating from the vibrational band of the OD stretch vibrations of D~2~O centered at ∼2400 cm^--1^. In [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} we show the fitted VSFG spectra of [l]{.smallcaps}-proline (red lines) and in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} we present the parameters obtained from the fit.

###### Fitting Parameters for the VSFG Spectra of [l]{.smallcaps}-Proline in ν~COOD~ and ν~AS,COO^--^~ Vibrational Regions

                      ν~COOD~ ω~0~ = 1746 cm^--1^ Γ = 20 cm^--1^                                   ν~AS,COO^--^~ ω~0~ = 1628 cm^--1^ Γ = 22 cm^--1^    
  ----- ------------- -------------------------------------------- ------------- --- ------------- -------------------------------------------------- -------------
  0.9   0.12 ± 0.01   --2 ± 1                                      3.99 ± 0.06       0.16 ± 0.01   179 ± 12                                           0.13 ± 0.03
  1.5   0.12 ± 0.01   --4 ± 1                                      3.73 ± 0.04       0.16 ± 0.01   174 ± 4                                            0.44 ± 0.03
  1.8   0.10 ± 0.03   --8 ± 1                                      3.43 ± 0.06       0.16 ± 0.01   175 ± 2                                            0.74 ± 0.02
  2.2   0.08 ± 0.01   --21 ± 2                                     2.76 ± 0.06       0.16 ± 0.01   175 ± 2                                            1.1 ± 0.03
  2.9   0.08 ± 0.01   --24 ± 2                                     1.87 ± 0.05       0.17 ± 0.01   177 ± 2                                            1.9 ± 0.03
  3.9   0             0                                            0.4 ± 0.1         0.16 ± 0.01   183 ± 1                                            2.73 ± 0.03
  5                                                                                  0.16 ± 0.01   180 ± 1                                            3.93 ± 0.03
  7                                                                                  0.16 ± 0.01   179 ± 1                                            4.27

![VSFG spectra of [l]{.smallcaps}-proline in the frequency regions of the ν~AS,COO^--^~ (a) and the ν~COOD~ (b) vibrations. The red lines represent the results of the fit described in the text.](ja-2016-12079w_0002){#fig2}

The ATR spectra were fitted with 3 Lorentzian functions in the frequency region from 1500 to 1800 cm^--1^. Central frequencies and widths of each Lorentzian peak were kept constant throughout the fits of all spectra. One of the peaks (centered at 1400 cm^--1^) lays outside the fitted region, but was needed to achieve an accurate fit of low-frequency region of the ATR spectra. [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows fitting results of ATR spectra of [l]{.smallcaps}-proline and [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"} presents the obtained parameters of each Lorentzian band.

###### Fitting Parameters for the [l]{.smallcaps}-Proline ATR Spectra

        ω~0~ = 1400 cm^--1^ Γ = 140 cm^--1^   ω~0~ = 1608 cm^--1^ Γ = 40 cm^--1^   ω~0~ = 1720 cm^--1^ Γ = 45 cm^--1^
  ----- ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------------
  7     8.3 ± 0.7                             36.8 ± 0.2                            
  5     8.1 ± 0.6                             36 ± 0.2                              
  3.9   8.8 ± 0.7                             33.8 ± 0.2                           1.5 ± 0.3
  2.9   8.9 ± 0.5                             27 ± 0.2                             4.6 ± 0.2
  2.2   8.7 ± 0.4                             17.6 ± 0.1                           9.1 ± 0.2
  1.8   7.9 ± 0.4                             13 ± 0.1                             11.4 ± 0.1
  1.5   7.4 ± 0.3                             8.4 ± 0.1                            14.5 ± 0.1
  0.9   7.0 ± 0.4                             0.06 ± 0.08                          17.7 ± 0.3

![Experimentally measured ATR spectra of [l]{.smallcaps}-proline and Lorentzian model fits.](ja-2016-12079w_0003){#fig3}

In [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} we plot the pH dependence of the normalized areas (normalized to the maximum area) of the ν~AS,COO^--^~ and ν~COOD~ vibrations obtained from fitting the VSFG (a) and ATR (b) spectra. From the curves shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} we find that for [l]{.smallcaps}-proline \[COOD\] is equal to \[COO^--^\] at a pH value of ∼2.2 ± 0.2 in the bulk and at a pH value of ∼3 ± 0.2 at the surface.

![Areas (normalized) of the bands associated with the ν~AS,COO^--^~ and ν~COOD~ vibrations obtained from fitting a) VSFG and b) ATR spectra.](ja-2016-12079w_0004){#fig4}

It should be noted that the VSFG intensity depends not only on the number density of the molecules at the interface but also on the molecular orientation. A change in the VSFG intensities of the COO^--^ and COOD vibrations with a variation of the pH may thus also result from a change in the molecular orientation. We checked the potential occurrence of this effect by probing the VSFG spectrum of the CH vibrational bands of [l]{.smallcaps}-proline ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The intensity of the CH vibrational bands of [l]{.smallcaps}-proline do not show any prominent changes when varying the pH. This observation indicates that [l]{.smallcaps}-proline does not change its orientation at the water surface when the pH is varied.

![VSFG spectra of [l]{.smallcaps}-proline (a) in the frequency region of the C---H stretch vibrations at different pH values.](ja-2016-12079w_0005){#fig5}

We also studied the pH dependence of the VSFG intensities of the COO^--^ and COOD bands of [l]{.smallcaps}-alanine. As for proline, we find the pH at which the number densities of the COO^--^ and COOD groups are the same to be higher at the surface than in the bulk (∼2.8 ± 0.1 vs 2.5 ± 0.1). The data and fitting results for [l]{.smallcaps}-alanine can be found in the [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.6b12079/suppl_file/ja6b12079_si_001.pdf).

We thus find clear evidence that the carboxylic acid groups of amino-acids require a higher pH to deprotonate at the surface than in the bulk. This result does not agree with the earlier reported results,^[@ref7],[@ref12],[@ref13]^ in which it was found that at the water surface the neutral form of an acid/base pair is favored over the charged form. When the carboxylic acid group is deprotonated, the amino acid acquires an overall neutral charge, as it contains both an anionic carboxylate group and a cationic quaternary ammonium group. We observe that for a given pH, the overall neutral species has a lower concentration at the surface than in the bulk, which implies that in the top molecular layers the cationic (acidic) species of [l]{.smallcaps}-proline and [l]{.smallcaps}-alanine is favored over the neutral (zwitterionic) species.

The enhanced surface density of the carboxylic acid group over the carboxylate anion group can be explained as follows. The deprotonation of the carboxylic acid group yields a negatively charged carboxylate group. This process is highly favored by the formation of strong hydrogen bonds between the negatively charged carboxylate group and the surrounding water molecules. As a result, amino-acids occur as zwitterions in solution whereas in the gas phase nonzwitterionic structures are present. This difference is rationalized by the fact that water strongly stabilizes the zwitterionic form of an amino-acid by forming strong hydrogen bonds.^[@ref18]^ For example, the zwitterion of [l]{.smallcaps}-glycine in the gas phase was calculated to be unstable, whereas it is more stable than neutral glycine when solvated by water.^[@ref19]^ It has been found that five water molecules are needed to stabilize the zwitterionic form of [l]{.smallcaps}-proline.^[@ref20]^ At the water surface the solvation interactions cannot extend as far as in the bulk and thus the carboxylate group will be less stabilized, which results in a less favorable solvation of the negative charge of the carboxylate anion. As a consequence, higher bulk pH values are required to induce the dissociation of carboxylic acid groups of molecules at the surface. This explanation also implies that the deprotonation of the carboxylic acid group is not determined by the overall charge of the molecule, but rather by the energetics of the local solvation interactions of the acid/base groups with the surrounding water molecules.

It should be noted that the difference in acid and base concentrations between the surface and the bulk does not imply that the equilibrium constant for acid dissociation would be different at the surface. The equilibrium constant is related to the activities of the acid, the base, and the proton, and the activities of all species are the same for the surface and the bulk, as the surface and the bulk are in thermodynamic equilibrium. The low surface concentration of the base thus implies that the activity coefficient of the base is significantly higher at the surface than in the bulk, which we explain from the relatively poor hydration of the carboxylate anion at the surface compared to the bulk. The fact that the activities of the acid, base, and proton are the same at the surface as in the bulk also implies that the higher carboxylic acid concentration (and lower carboxylate base concentration) at the surface cannot be caused by a potentially higher surface concentration of protons. Even if the water surface would contain a higher proton concentration than the bulk, which has been found in MD simulations,^[@ref21]−[@ref23]^ and which finds support in VSFG and SHG experiments of the water/air interface,^[@ref24]−[@ref26]^ the activity of the proton is not different from the bulk, meaning that there is no excess proton-induced shift of the acid--base equilibrium at the surface toward the acid species.

Conclusions {#sec4}
===========

We study the surface concentrations of the acid and neutral (zwitterionic) forms of the amino-acids [l]{.smallcaps}-alanine and [l]{.smallcaps}-proline as a function of pH with surface vibrational sum-frequency generation spectroscopy (VSFG). To this purpose we measure VSFG spectra of specific vibrations of the carboxylic acid group and the carboxylate anion base. The surface acid and base concentrations are compared with the corresponding bulk concentrations that are determined using attenuated total reflection (ATR) infrared spectroscopy. We observe that the concentration of the acid is significantly enhanced over the base at the surface in comparison to the bulk. We find that the number densities of the acid and the neutral form of [l]{.smallcaps}-proline are the same at the surface for a pH value of 3 ± 0.2, whereas these number densities are the same in the bulk at a pH of 2.2 ± 0.2. We thus observe that at a given pH the concentration of the acid is significantly enhanced over the base at the surface in comparison to the bulk. For [l]{.smallcaps}-alanine these values are 2.8 ± 0.1 for the surface and 2.5 ± 0.1 for the bulk. The decreased concentration of carboxylate anions at the water surface compared to the bulk can be explained from a difference in solvation. In the bulk the carboxylate ion is better solvated than at the surface, thus favoring the deprotonated species over the carboxylic acid form. The enhanced concentration of the carboxylic acid over the carboxylate anion at the water surface may have consequences for the conformation and the functioning of biomolecules at aqueous surfaces.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/jacs.6b12079](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.6b12079).Figure S1: VSFG and ATR spectra of [l]{.smallcaps}-alanine. Table 1: Fitting parameters of VSFG spectra of [l]{.smallcaps}-alanine. Figure S2: VSFG spectra of [l]{.smallcaps}-alanine with fits. Table 2: Fitting parameters of ATR spectra of [l]{.smallcaps}-alanine. Figure S3: ATR spectra of [l]{.smallcaps}-alanine with fits. Figure S4: Dissociation curves obtained from fitting results of VSFG and ATR spectra of [l]{.smallcaps}-alanine ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/jacs.6b12079/suppl_file/ja6b12079_si_001.pdf))
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